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Abstract 
Computational models of context that are compatible with human cognitive representations could be used to augment human 
decision-making and to enable improved interactive and cooperative capabilities of non-human agents. If unconstrained by 
human cognitive limitations and biases, such cognitively-inspired models of context could also scale to problem scales and time 
scales that exceed human capabilities. Expanding on a recently developed theoretical model for context called the Narratively 
Integrate Multi-level (NIM) framework, this paper presents computational details that operationalize the concepts in the NIM 
framework and define a set of tools that can be used to design and build human-like models of context and embed them into 
larger computational systems.   
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Context is central to individual human cognition in functions including decision-making, sense-making, and 
planning.  It is also crucial to interactive behavior, as people use their shared context understanding as a tacit basis 
for constructing and negotiating dyadic interactions, cooperative/collaborative activities, and teamwork. From the 
opposite perspective, interactive non-human agents (such as robots and virtual characters in games and simulations) 
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do not represent context in a human-like manner, and have difficulties in engaging in cooperative behavior with 
humans. Thus, computational models that are compatible with human cognitive representations could arguably be 
used to augment human decision-making, sense-making and planning, and also to augment the interactive and 
cooperative capabilities of non-human agents that need to work with human beings. To achieve these ends, it would 
also be important that those cognitively-inspired models of context be deliberately designed to be unconstrained by 
human cognitive limitations and biases, as this would allow them to scale to problem scales and time scales that 
exceed unaided human capabilities. Given the potential payoff, it is perhaps surprising then that there has been little 
progress in developing cognitively-inspired but computationally-scalable models of context that are homologous to 
those used by people. The authors recently developed a framework for such a model, called the Narratively Integrate 
Multi-level (NIM) framework [8]. Here, we report on additional work to operationalize the concepts in the NIM 
framework into a set of tools that can be used to design, build, and embed human-like models of context into 
computational systems. 
2. Background 
The NIM theoretical framework combines cognitive theories of situational awareness (e.g., [2], [3]) narrative 
reasoning (e.g., [1], [6], [7]) and naturalistic decision making (e.g., [4]) to define a general/common structure for 
context models across domains.  Klein’s research on decision making in naturalistic (i.e., real-world) settings 
showed that expert decision makers universally develop mental models of the external context and use them for 
rapid retrieval of relevant decision-making and action planning heuristics and procedures.  This latter feature has 
come to be known as Recognition-Primed Decision theory or RPD [5]. Related research on the structure of mental 
models by Endsley [2-3] and others also found that (expert) mental models are primarily declarative representations, 
and there is, across domains, a consistent, hierarchical structure to them. Under the rubric of Situation Awareness 
(SA), Endsley identified three increasingly abstract levels that seem common to mental models that provide context 
information: 
• Perception, in which the person perceives the status, attributes, and dynamics of relevant elements in the situation 
and their current states;  
• Comprehension, in which the person understands how the perceived elements can impact his/her situational 
goals; and,  
• Projection, in which the person can project the future actions of the elements in the environment locally (i.e., 
near-term) forward in time. 
A key limitation of situational awareness work was its inability to deal with situations involving interpersonal 
and adversarial interactions.  Other research, however, has shown how people used high-level narrative or story-
based representations to structure, reason about, and plan for sequences of interactions. That narrative reasoning 
framework addressed the main limitations of situational awareness framework.  The two approaches had not 
previously been combined, in large part because of the significant differences in their formal and computational 
foundations, until the NIM framework did so by adding the narrative level as a fourth level of abstraction above the 
projection level. The conceptual structure was completed by including (from RPD theory) the idea of recognition-
primed reasoning elements that were spontaneously activated by specific patterns of information in the multi-level 
context mental model, which in NIM, was viewed as the context representation. These reasoning elements 
contribute both to building, maintaining, and refining the context representation in the light of external dynamics, 
and to applying the mental model to meet situational demands or opportunities for action and interaction. 
3. The NIM Computational Framework 
Below, we describe and detail the computational framework that has been developed from the NIM theoretical 
framework.  There are three central ideas in the computational framework:    
1.NIM is a constructive framework.  That is, it provides a means to construct a specific context model instance. 
Specifically, the framework defines:  
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• what makes up the structure and content of a NIM context representation;    
• the computational process by which a context representation is built and maintained;  
• the computational process by which a context representation is used to drive other functions (e.g., decision 
support, robotic/autonomous system control); and   
• a set of Principles of Operation specifying how these processes work. 
2. A NIM application is the result of using the NIM framework to create a computable dynamic context model of a 
specific domain.  It is the product of applying the constructive framework.  
3. The NIM toolset is a system that supports expressing, coding, initializing, executing a NIM application, and 
ultimately embedding it into a higher-level system. 
3.1. NIM Context Representation 
The context representation is a hierarchical, declarative, knowledge structure, inspired by human situation 
awareness and narrative reasoning structures from the NIM theory.   The context representation has elements of 
fixed structure and semantics at more abstract levels, as well as optional structural and semantic elements.  The top 
level of the (fixed) structure is the panel, and a NIM context representation has one required panel, with other panels 
being optional.  That required panel is called the situation awareness-narrative (SAN) panel.  A panel consists of a 
number of levels of information, with each higher level representing more abstract information than the lower levels.  
There are five required levels on the SAN panel, which are (from lowest to highest): 
• Perception 
• Significance 
• Projection 
• Story Units 
• Narratives 
The information within the perception, significant, and projection levels is as defined earlier, as taken from 
situation awareness theory.  The story unit and narrative levels are taken from narrative reasoning theory.  The story 
unit contains information on blocks of actions and interactions that can be instances of a unit of a story or narrative.  
The narratives level contains information on partially-instantiated story structures, also termed plausible narratives, 
which have been recognized from the current context and its recent evolution.   There can be other levels on the 
SAN, depending on the semantics of the domain.  The contents of the SAN panel are defined as follows:   
• elements of declarative information at a level are objects with attributes, called context elements or CEs;  
• the act of placing a new CE on a panel is termed posting that CE. (CEs can also be transformed or unposted, after 
they are posted); 
• a CE is posted as an instance of a specific class of CEs, which means that it has the attribute structure defined by 
that CE class; 
• CEs can participate in relationships with other CEs, including CEs on other levels of the same panel, or on other 
panels; 
• the types of relationships that can exist in a context representation are defined separately by the relationship-
name, the classes of CE that can participate in that relationship.  A relationship between two (or more CEs) must 
be an instance of a defined relationship-class.  The narrative panel provides a few prebuilt, required relationships, 
as discussed below.   
3.2. NIM Context Reasoning 
Context building/maintenance is done through a self-organizing process that includes three classes of reasoning 
elements or RBs plus a conflict-management process that polices the execution of REs and resolves or avoids 
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conflicts.  An example of a conflict that can arise is when multiple REs activate themselves at the same time and 
want to act on the same piece(s) of information on the context representation.  The three classes of reasoning 
elements are: 
• a set of  data-driven procedures that each extract an instance of a specific kind of information from the external 
environment, and import some transformation of that information to the context representation.   Each of these 
reasoning elements is called a perceptual extractor or PE;  
• a set of independent,  self-activating reasoning elements that build, change, or deconstruct patterns of information 
(details defined below).  Each of these reasoning elements is called a representation builder or RB; 
• a set of independent,  self-activating reasoning elements that develop cognitive or behavioral intentions based on 
patterns of information in the context representation.  Each is called a action builder or AB.  
3.2.1. Perceptual Extractor (PE) Reasoning Elements 
Information from the environment is internalized into a NIM context representation through one or more PEs.  
Each PE has a three part structure: 
• the recognizer, which  observes or monitors a stream or source of data and recognizes a specific type or pattern of 
information.  For continuous streams of data, such as continuous-feed sensors, the recognizer can include a 
sampling/observing rate which causes it to sample or observe the stream at fixed intervals of time; 
• the transformer, which reads the datum or data packet that met the recognizers type and pattern, and makes any 
transformations needed to create attribute for any CEs that will be posted to the context representation; and 
• the poster, which creates one or more CEs from transformer's results and posts those CE's as specific locations on 
the context representation.  Normally, the destination will be the perceptual level of the SAN panel, but other 
destinations on other (optional) panels are also possible.  
3.2.2. Representation Builder (RB) Reasoning Elements 
Information already on the context representation is processed by an RB.  Together, these RBs act to build, 
maintain, and evolve a complete context representation over time, based on the flow of data from the environment as 
internalized by the PEs, and the domain-specific context reasoning contained in the RBs. Each RB has four part 
structure: 
• the header, which contains a triggering pattern and a priority function.  The triggering pattern defines the pattern 
of information in the context representation that causes that RB to activate itself and seek to be executed.  The 
priority function is an expression that evaluates to a numerical value which determines that RBs priority for 
execution vis-a-viz all other activated RBs and ABs at that point in time.  The priority function can be based on 
information in the CR, which makes it potentially context sensitive itself; 
• the scope, which defines the CEs in the context representation that the RB is activated by via its trigger, and may 
modify via its body; 
• the body, which contains any procedural computations needed to manipulate information already on the CR, to 
create new information that will be placed on the context representation by this RBs updater;    
• the updater, which contains post, unpost, and/or transform operations on the context representation that represent 
the product or result of this RB executing.   
3.2.3. Action Builder (AB) Reasoning Elements 
Information on the context representation is applied to other reasoning and/or behavioral process by an AB.  
Together, the ABs act to generate intentions to be acted on other parts of the cognitive system (outside the context 
model), including behavioral intentions.  Each AB has four part structure, which is similar to that of an RB: 
• the header, which contains a triggering pattern and a priority function.  The triggering pattern defines the pattern 
of information in the context representation that causes that AB to activate itself and seek to be executed.  The 
priority function is an expression that evaluates to a numerical value which determines that ABs priority for 
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execution vis-a-viz all other activated ABs and RBs at that point in time.  The priority function can be based on 
information in the context representation, which makes it potentially context sensitive itself; 
• the scope, which defines the CEs in the context representation that the AB is activated by via its trigger, and may 
modify via its body; 
• the body, which contains any procedural computations needed to manipulate information already on the context 
representation, to create new information that will be placed on the context representation by this ABs director.    
• the director, which will provide direction to other cognitive or behavioral process outside the context model.  The 
director may also post, unpost, and/or transform operations on the context representation to include the directions 
it has taken as part of the context representation.  
4. Creating A NIM Application 
A NIM application is created through a specification process that involves three steps:  
1. defining the domain-specific structure of the context representation,  
2. defining the domain-specific PEs, RBs and ABs to process environmental information to build and maintain an 
ongoing NIM context representation of the dynamics in the application domain (instance), and 
3. defining the initial contents of the context representation.  
In practice, the first two are iteratively developed and refined in the authoring process, and the third precedes 
implementation/execution of a NIM application.  An example of a NIM application in human-robot interaction is 
presented in [9]. A domain-specific NIM context representation is specified by defining: 
• the set of CE-classes (including attributes and attribute-value-types) whose instances can be posted on each level 
of the SAN panel;  
• the panel-level structure of any other panels, along with the set of CE-classes whose instances can be posted on 
each level of each other panel;  
• a set of relationships-classes  that can be instantiated among the defined CE-classes 
The context reasoning processes are specified by defining all components of each PE, RB, and AB that will 
operate on the context representation.   
4.1.1. Initializing a Context Model 
The specific CE-classes on the SAN panel, the panel/level/CE-classes structure of any other non-SAN panels, 
and the set of relationships that can exists among CE-classes all reflect the specific semantics and content of the 
application domain. When a NIM Context Model is initialized, the contents of the context representation at the start 
of a specific application using that model are specified as: 
• the specific instances of each CE-class that will exist at each panel-level,  
• the attribute values of each of these CE-instances, and 
• the specific relationship-instances that will exists between and among the initial CE-class-instances.  
5. THE NIM Tools (Coding and Executing a NIM application) 
The NIM toolset offers tools that structure the coding of a NIM application and infrastructure that support the 
execution of a NIM application.  These tools are currently being implemented; thus the remainder of this section 
describes the functionality and architecture of these tools.  The current design concept has the NIM toolset 
consisting of two main computational tools, the shared memory and the procedural swarm, which are envisioned as 
separate computational processes.   
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5.1. Shared Memory Component 
The shared memory contains a structural specification of the NIM context representation, and processes all the 
dynamics of that context representation as requested by the individual PEs and RBs as they execute. This creates 
four coding/execution support challenges for the shared memory component.  It should: 
1. Provide a high-level description language of the application-specific context representation.  This description 
language should allow the application coder to describe the context representation and operations on it terms as 
close as possible to the panel/level/object-class/attribute/relationship terminology used above to define a NIM 
application context representation.   
2. Provide visibility into the current contents of application context representation to external processes, particularly 
the procedural swarm, and it should do so in this same high-level description language discussed above. 
Visibility, as used here, implies both read-only access and an active push of specific information to specific 
destinations (e.g., to specific RBs in the procedural swarm).   
3. Allow the definition and creations of the initial CE-instances at each level (and their attribute-values) of the CR.  
4. Accept and execute requests to post, transform, and delete object-instances on specific panel/levels of the CR, 
doing so in this same high-level description language discussed above. 
The current design envisions the lowest-level storage/manipulation of context representation information in the 
shared memory component.  Thus, the above requirements mean that the shared memory is not just a data store, but 
that is also has layers of processing between the data store mechanisms and the coder (at coding time) and other 
client processes (e.g., the procedural swarm) at execution time that allow the NIM application context representation 
to be defined and manipulated at logical, abstract level (and not a more physical, RDF level). These layers of 
processing are the support that the shared memory provides to NIM application coding and execution.  
5.2. Procedural Swarm component 
The procedural swarm is the environment in which the PEs and RBs are coded and executed.  It contains the 
structural specification of the PEs and RBs which build and maintain the context representation in a specific NIM 
application.  It also provides the environment in which those PEs and RBs are executed.  This creates four 
coding/execution challenges for the procedural swarm component:   
• It should provide a high-level description language for the PEs/RBs that is based on  the high-level description 
language used in the shared memory component .  This description language should incorporate high-level 
description of context representation contents (e.g., for patterns and priorities in RB/AB headers, for 
computations in RB/AB body and PE transformer, and direct context representation manipulations in PE posters 
and RB/AB updaters) and should  provide structuring and operation constructs that conform to the organization 
and functions in PBs and RBs, such as the header, body, and updater.   
• It should provide an execution management infrastructure that handles RB/PE activation, deadlock-detection and 
resolution (for RBs seeking to manipulate the same CR elements at the same time), RB/PE execution, and time-
quanta management for PEs that require it.  This infrastructure is based on the NIM Principles of Operation, 
which are discussed below.    
• It should provide a simple and common way to provide PEs with access to external data sources.  
The above requirements mean that the procedural swarm is not just procedural specification of the individual 
RBs and PEs, but also that the procedural swarm (like the shared memory) provides multiple layers of internal 
processing that support and enable the coding and execution of these procedural parts of a NIM application.   
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5.3. Development versus Execution NIM Tools 
Figure 1 below shows the relationship between NIM tools that are used at development time (authoring, revising 
the Procedural Swarm and Shared Memory Context representation), and those that are used execution time. 
 
 
Figure 1.  Overview of NIM Toolset 
With the authoring tool, the author/user defines and edits the definitions of the PEs, RBs, and ABs in the 
procedural swarm, as well as the structure of the context representation and the initialization conditions for 
execution.  The tool will provide consistency between the procedural knowledge definitions and the context 
representation definition.  After an application is fully specified, the authoring tool also transforms the reasoning 
elements in a computational form, which is variant of Javascript, and transforms the shared memory into a Resource 
Description Format (RDF) data store. The use of these forms for the execution of a NIM application facilitates its 
integration into other applications, particularly distributed applications over the web and internet.   
The NIM Virtual Machine is the execution environment for a NIM context model.  At the bottom of the figure is 
shown a data stream of information elements from outside environment. Multiple standardized communication 
mechanisms are being provided in the Virtual Machine (VM), such as services, to simplify integration of these 
critical external information resources.  The VM embodies the NIM POPs, shown below in Table 1.  
Table: NIM Virtual Machine Principles of Operation 
Principle Name Description 
Shared Memory All declarative information and knowledge is represented in a structured declarative Shared 
Memory whose contents is always inspectable and modifiable by all procedural knowledge 
elements.  The Shared Memory structure include a structured but extensible Context 
Representation that contains instances of discrete content element types. 
Quantized Time Time is represented in discrete form, with the smallest time unit for any given model being 
its time quantum.   
Perceptual  Process Perceptual knowledge elements called perceptual extractors (PEs) can self-activated when 
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Shared Memory 
Modification  
they perceive new information in the external environmental. PEs contain operators that 
can change the contents of shared memory.  All activated PE are executed at the start of 
each time quantum.   
Pattern-based 
Attention Demand 
Each Representation Builder (RB) and Action Builder (AB) includes a TRIGGER 
condition, expressed as logical proposition based on the current contents of shared 
memory, that determines if that RB/AB is able to make a change to Shared Memory at that 
time quantum.   When that trigger condition is evaluated and met, then that KE becomes 
active and competes for execution in that time quantum. All RB/ABs TRIGGER conditions 
are evaluated after all activated RB/ABs have been executed in that time quantum.   
Attention 
Competition 
Each RB/AB has a function, calculated from the contents of shared memory at that time 
quantum, that measures the KEs relative priority for execution in that time quantum.  Each 
RB/AB also has an EFFECT scope, which defines the specific elements in Shared Memory 
contents that it may change when executed.    
Constrained Parallel 
Attention Focus 
After each time quantum, activated RB/ABs with same priority can execute at same time if 
they have mutually exclusive EFFECT scope; additional computational resources can be 
recruited as needed for such parallel KE execution as needed. Such KEs with the same 
priority and mutually-exclusive EFFECT scopes are termed a PE execution group. RB/ABs 
with same priority and non-mutually exclusive EFFECT SCOPEs are coordinated with 
priorities specific to each such set of conflicting RB/ABs.  RB/ABs with lower priority can 
execute during the same time quanta only if there are no activated RB/ABs (or RB/AB 
Execution groups) with higher priority.   
Second Order 
Attention 
Competition 
After each activated KE or KE Execution group is executed, the trigger conditions of 
(only) the remaining activated RB/AB s are re-evaluated, and any RB/AB whose 
TRIGGER condition is no longer met will cease to be activated.   
Multiple Knowledge 
Element Instances 
A RB/AB may be activated for execution in relation to specific concept-instances in shared 
memory, called its TRIGGER SCOPE.  Such a RB/AB may thus be activated multiple 
times (with different TRIGGER scope) at any given time quantum.  These multiple KE 
instances compete with each other for execution attention as is they were separate KEs.  
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